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Dear Journal-Artists, 

The Design of Reading, Resonating, & Responding: 
Highlight parts that you can directly relate to, parts that offer new 
insight, and parts that you want to begin applying in your life. Make 
notes on the margins or use post-its or copy quotes to a separate 
notebook.  Be prepared to share your highlights, notes, and meditate 
on why you have highlighted said parts with another Journal-Artist in 
a reading group. 

The Tortoise and the Hare: In the fable of, “The Tortoise and the 
Hare,” the takeaway is slow and steady wins the race. If you get caught 
up on the fact that tortoises and hares don’t communicate with each 
other let alone run a competition together to see who is faster, you 
have missed the forrest for the trees.

Responding: Responding to the text is the act of embracing its 
concepts into practice. The more you share, resonate, and respond, 
the more you are willing and able to apply parts of this text that 
serve you. Responding also pulls you in, like the law of attraction, in 
your will to action in real-time reality.

Chapter One: is designed to help you peel back the layers of 
illusion so you can see the value of heartbreak in its design for you to 
take on the Call to Adventure, the next milestone that you have been 
divinely designed to discover.

Love and Blessings, 
Mingjie Zhai, Author & Journal-Artist
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Chapter Four
The Playbook

Falling For, With, and After Eve

Part Two

�  

The Noble Shadow is always Good 

The existence of the Shadow is the separation potential from God. Thereby the 

existence of the Shadow is the existence of Divine Sovereignty, specifically to choose 

love or its absence. God judged the existence of the Shadow as Good because it is the 
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existence of love as a choice, rather than something forced to use as a tool for 

manipulation.   

Before Lucifer, Adam, and Eve collectively bit from the fruit, the Shadow still 

existed within them but they were not aware of it, nor did they need to know it since their 

eyes were focused on God’s Love, God’s Goodness, and God’s Goodness in Love. Only 

God was aware of their Shadows, yet God still loves them—before, during, and after they 

have bitten. 

Have you heard of Socratic seminars? Or inquiry-based learning? There is nothing 

wrong with questioning a statement for its validity. God welcomes questioning for He 

designed us to be inquiring beings. God desires us to know Him. Questioning a particular 

matter or being on the quest of knowing is Good.  

Gnosis is good.  

Original Eve already has gnosis and is enlightened by The Book of Life before she 

bit. After she bit, she absorbed the gnosis of The Book of Knowledge, with The Book of 

Life as its foundation.  

So why did God say, “but you must not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good 

and evil, for when you eat from it you will certainly die (Genesis 2:17)3"? 

Because Death is the Ultimate Separation from God, who is Embodied 

Love, the Source of our Existence. 

Lucifer set the precedence for what happens when you are filled with the power of 

knowing the separation potential without the adequate fortitude of God’s Goodness in 

Love to wield such knowledge of the non. The unbalanced equation produces the 

existence of guilt, and if guilt is covered by shame and blame, it will lead to the 

activation of the separation or falling away from God since it is an unbalanced spiritual 

equation, enacted. This unbalanced spiritual equation is what causes the “fall,” which is 
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essentially pushing God away, leaving heaven, acting upon the algorithm of ‘God doubts 

my goodness,’ proclivity towards death, which is the ultimate absence of Love. 

To become like God is to know the Good and the Non in all its Shadows while still 

choosing Good in all time, space, and distances. Since we are in Lucifer’s Dream World, 

not one of us is capable of exercising, performing, enacting perfect love defined in 1 

Corinthians 13 because of the original curse we have all inherited in the present perfect 

state, “God doubts my goodness” and “I am not good.”   

However, with enough faith, you are able to break this curse by following the 

Spiritual Intelligence of Original Eve in her fierce faith in God’s Goodness.  

Her eyes are on God’s Goodness in Love.  

This is acting in faith while in the presence of fear.  

There is more Good News.  

God is the truest constant, exemplified by the walk of his incarnation through the 

seed of Original Eve and Adam—Jesus.   

But first... 

The Theory of a Lie 

The theory of a lie is that the lie itself does not produce a curse. Like a bomb 

without a detonator, it lays dormant and inactive—you would even say this lie is as 

peaceful as an inactive volcano. That’s why people can do comedy, drama, and have diss-

yo-mamma throw-downs and we are no better or worse off for it.  

The heart center is the time and space (a 2D point) where heaven and hell 

commune, negotiate, compromise within.  This is the place where the x and y-axis meet. 

In mathematics, this represents a two dimensional placement between time and space. It 

is where two factors meet, coming from two different sources, aligned with a third 

dimension, the z-point, which represents your soul, or the distance/depth/journey that 
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mediates between your choice spiraling up towards heaven or spiraling down towards 

hell.  

When you feed the Shadow or allow the Shadow to consume you, you will have 

enabled an Alchemized Shadow, which takes action towards a life-lie. A life-lie is a curse 

with a snowball effect, where the more you act towards the life-lie, the bigger the 

Alchemized Shadow within your heart center becomes. Another way of putting it is that 

you are feeding the monster contained inside you. At extreme states, the soul could lose 

total control over its own will —this is where the alchemized shadow breaks out like 

Godzilla and begins wreaking havoc by taking control over your conscious state. This 

torment, or mental anguish, could manifest itself in multiple ways—physically, 

psychosomatically, psychologically, emotionally, ad infinitum.  

You will feel a total sense of loss, void, an essence stolen, a lack of control over 

yourself. This is the state by which the Alchemized Shadow has consumed you like 

predator to prey. 

Lies lead to a pursuit just like truth leads to a pursuit.  

Pursuits lead somewhere—a destination. 

Lies are not curses.  

Acting on a lie is a curse.  

A curse leads to death. 

When you begin taking action towards something that is not in alignment with 

God’s will for you, it will lead you astray.  

This is the existential crises we all experience when we are nearing zero point.  

Some of us call this “living in hell while on earth.”  

Some of us call this “rock bottom.” 

Some of us call this the state of being “hopeless,” which is thinking you are at zero 

point (when perhaps you are actually nearing zero point). 

The Theory of a Curse 
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While a lie does not produce death, a curse, however, does produce death.  

How did Lucifer bend his Shadow, doubt in God’s Goodness, for his will?  

He inverted it.   

Let’s remind ourselves that an “inverse function” is a function that “reverses 

another function.” A curse reverses the function of Lucifer into the persona, Satan. 

Another way of describing “activating the Shadow” is a “Projection.” 

�  

We are looking at this eye through Lucifer’s evil eye as if Lucifer is wearing special 

augmented reality contact lenses seen through the Shadow, doubt. Lucifer’s relative truth, 

or his perspective which contains the Noble Shadow, “I doubt God’s Goodness” becomes 

inverted into, “God doubts my goodness.” 

Why does a curse lead to death? 

Well, if you have already deemed yourself “bad matter,” then you have judged 

yourself already.  

You took over God’s job to judge and superseded His judgement with your own. 

Then you may be tempted to project your judgement upon others and upon God as in 

“God doubts your goodness.”  
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If you are living out this life-lie, then wouldn’t it be logical to run away from God, 

the source of your sustenance?  

The implications behind God doubting your goodness would mean that you are 

unworthy, you are designed to expire, you are “outdated,” or “faulty,” or “obsolete” or 

any of those things you tell yourself. 

If God doubts your goodness, wouldn’t God want to torture you? Destroy you? 

Torment you? Use you? Control you? Emotionally manipulate you? One minute God is 

loving you, but if you don’t obey, He’ll turn his back on you and tell you to go to hell.  

If God doubts your goodness, wouldn’t God abandon you? Run away from you? 

Banish you?  

That would be the logical conclusion, wouldn't it?  

Passions and Pursuits 

A lie is embedded in the Villain’s passion.  

A curse is embedded in the Villain's pursuit.  

It is your job as the Producer to discern which passion is the Villain’s and which 

passion is the Hero’s.  

It is your job as the Producer to take action towards the Hero’s pursuit and know 

when you are taking action towards the Villain’s pursuit.  

Both the Hero and the Villain are within you, two parts to a whole, the Light and the 

Shadow. 

Journaling in the first and second person point of views, surrounding your past and 

your present perfect tenses, respectively, will help you discern the duality of your 

passions and pursuits. You will intuitively know which is the truth and which is the life-

lie you are living in when you apply 1 Corinthians 13:12 in your journaling practice, 

leveraging the mystery of love. 
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It is your Hero’s Journey to integrate the Shadow in your own way through the 

means of Love defined in 1 Corinthians 13.  

But first...  

What is death? 

It is simply the absence of God.  

The algorithm of a curse, God doubts my goodness, leads to death (0).  

The algorithm of the truth, God is Good, leads to life (1).  

In Christianity, the only unpardonable sin is sin against the Holy Spirit.  

What does that even mean? 

It means if you truly believe in the curse, “God doubts my goodness,” as true, then 

you would not believe that God has forgiven you, loves you, and wants you to come back 

home. That way, even when God forgives you, will you really believe it? Will you forgive 

yourself? Will you give up the power to judge yourself and trust God to take over the 

power of Judgement in your life?  

Here’s the Good News: Adam and God fell with Eve and Eve fell for the Serpent so 

that the Serpent can fall for Love. Now, Jesus has fallen and resurrected to prove the 

crazy fierce faith of Original Mother Eve’s Affirmation, “you will NOT surely die,” into 

being and becoming true. 

The Villain's Self-Awareness 

It was not until Lucifer was made aware of the Shadow within himself that he 

discovered the power of bending it. However, it was only after observing Eve before and 

after she fell that he began realizing that the Alchemized Shadow, anthropomorphized as 

Satan, is more like a trap, a curse, a prison than it is a “freedom.”   

It was Eve who served as a mirror for Lucifer’s self-awareness that a curse is self-

destructive.  
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Self-awareness is the beginning of a cure, and the anti-curse to the curse.  

In other words, lies inherently do not produce death, but curses do.  

Self-awareness of a curse is the beginning of reversing a curse.  

How do you break a curse? 

Now that, my friend, is the Hero’s Journey.  

Eve’s Hero’s Journey began when she bit from the fruit;  

Eve’s journey into the underworld, the World inside Satan’s Dream is Divinely 

blessed and guided by God who was, is, and will always be Good.  

The Spiritual Intelligence of Original Eve serves as the Anti-Curse to the Curse.  

Let’s break down the nature of an Anti-Curse now that we know what a Curse 

actually is.  

For now we see only a reflection as in a mirror; then we shall see face to face. Now 

I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I am fully known. 

1 Corinthians 13:12, NIV1 

Since a curse is the opposite and inverse of the truth, then an Anti-Curse is the 

inverse and opposite of a lie.   

An anti-curse is an inverted mirror of a curse. 

Let’s observe Eve’s Spiritual Eye before she bit;  

She saw the serpent (aka. fallen Lucifer, disassociated Lucifer, or Satan) as a 

“servant” of God. She saw the yoke in the amniotic egg, she saw the white dot in the 

black tadpole of the Yin in the Yin/Yang duality. She saw with the Spiritual Eye of God, 

which is the Spiritual Eye of Life, which is the Spiritual Eye of Good—always Good.  

While the serpent projected love, Original Eve reflected love.  
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While the serpent wanted to deceive, it was Original Eve who contained the 

prophecy of God’s goodness sowed in her DNA soul codes, laying in wait for the snake’s 

lie to receive, ready to transform the trick into the treat.  

The serpent said, “you will be like God,” meaning to trick Eve, yet it was Eve 

through her naivety who received this trick and inverted the inversion by treating this lie 

as the treat, “yes, my friend, I see that you will be like God...again.”  

Thus, you break a curse by speaking life into and acting upon the villain’s hidden 

desire, which is always good, because the villain’s hidden desire is a timing replacement 

of the Hero’s True Desire. 

The Shadow’s Hidden Desire 

The Shadow’s Hidden Desire is always Good because the Shadow’s desire is always 

to return to its original state, which is to be like God, knowing Good and Evil and still 

choosing Good. This is because of the existence of Love’s third property—Free Will to 

choose love while being in divine sovereignty.  

Let’s break this down: 

The Spiritual Intelligence of Original Eve has seen  Lucifer’s true desire to be like 

God again, and this true desire is in exact alignment with Satan’s Hidden Desire.  
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White dot = Villain’s Hidden Desire  

Black Dot = Hero’s Hidden Desire  

White Tadpole= Hero’s True Desire 

Black Tadpole= Villain’s True Desire 

The True Desire of the Hero is in alignment with the Hidden Desire of the Villain.  

The Hero has a True Desire and a Hidden Desire.  

The Hero’s True Desire is good (+).  

The Hero’s Hidden Desire is bad (-).  

The Villain also has a True Desire and a Hidden Desire.  

The Villain's True Desire is bad (-). 

The Villain's Hidden Desire is good (+). 
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The person with a fully integrated shadow is self-aware that she is two sides of the 

same coin and obtains mastery over both sides. 

The Naked Eye 

How Original Eve Perceived 

Why is this important?  

Because Original Eve (the Hero) was only viewing Satan (the Villain) in the 

Spiritual Eye of his Hidden Desire (I want God’s Goodness) which is always good (+) 

because the Noble Shadow (I doubt God’s Goodness) is contained inside the 

Alchemized Shadow (God doubts my goodness). Its Hidden Gem is always in the form of 

hope, in the form of  “I want God’s Goodness,” and Eve’s biting the fruit pivots the 

trajectory of the alchemized shadow towards obtaining the hidden desire, “…you will be 

like God….” This is the beginning of the ending of death—hope is the initiator of the 

Noble Shadow’s return, but the returned state will not be exactly the same as it was 

before; It will be a newly transformed Noble State. This time with the consciousness of 

the Shadow’s Hidden Desire becoming fully realized in the depth of Love.  

How Eve produced the Anti-Curse through the Eye of Faith in the Face 

of Lucifer’s Eye of Fear. 

The Noble Shadow: “I doubt God’s Goodness” 

The opposite of the Noble Shadow is: “I do not doubt God’s Goodness” 

The inversion of the opposite of the Noble Shadow is:  

“God does not doubt my goodness.”  

This is Eve’s anti-curse: “God does not doubt my goodness,” when she bit in faith. 

This is how Eve perceived when she took action.  
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Thus, Eve initiates the anti-curse by seeing the villain’s hidden desire. This 

hidden desire is embedded deep within the heart of the Shadow, a hidden potential, hope, 

like a dormant mustard seed. Eve’s desire is to activate that seed of hope within Satan so 

he may become self-conscious of that seed within his own alchemized shadow.  

The Alchemized Shadow has its own obstacles to overcome before returning to its 

original form and obtain the thing Lucifer consciously wants and what Satan 

subconsciously wants. These obstacles can be described as, “the valley in the shadow of 

death,” or “the unknown world,” or “the underworld.” 

The first step towards freedom is the step in self-awareness. Eve helps Satan 

recognize the Shadow as an alchemized one by alchemizing her own shadow, from Eve 

to Maya, the Fallen State of Eve. Maya serves as a mirror darkly to Lucifer’s fallen state.  

The Fall of Eve, becoming Maya, is also the beginning of the Alchemized Shadow 

becoming self-conscious of its potential for good. In other words, the Shadow was 

becoming self-aware of the good hidden within itself, and the truth of the Villain’s 

Hidden Desire will always set itself free. 

Eve’s Anti-Curse 

First, an anti-curse is initiated by an inversion of a Noble Shadow and then is 

completed by the opposite of that inversion.  

But first, where is the Noble Shadow? 

“God doubts my goodness.”  

How did Original Eve invert the Noble Shadow through her Spiritual Eye? 

Fallen Lucifer       

“God doubts my goodness”    

|Mirror|      

“The snake doubts my goodness.” 
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Original Eve 

Notice that I did not say, “God doubts Eve’s Goodness.” This is because you are 

looking at it from only one dimension (time) when an inversion is essentially a two 

dimensional  construct (time and space). In other words, you have to flip “God” with 

“Serpent” because Eve was looking up at Satan, the snake, through the spiritual eye of 

faith in God’s goodness from the inverse valence (opposite state but parallel communion) 

of how fallen Lucifer was looking up to God through the Shadow of doubt in God’s 

Goodness.  

Thus, Original Eve first inverted Fallen Lucifer’s lie, “God doubts my goodness” 

into “the serpent doubts my goodness,” by absorbing his projection upon herself.   

Then, Eve opposed her own Noble Shadow by focusing on who she is (Love), who 

made her (God), and why she was made (God’s Goodness in Love) in faith of God’s 

Goodness. 

This is how Eve opposed her Noble Shadow: 

Eve’s Noble Shadow   

“The serpent doubts my goodness”           

⧬    →         

“The serpent will not doubt my goodness.”  

Eve’s Anti-Curse 

Original Eve is designed with an instantaneous Shadow Integration system built 

within her spiritual center.  

It is so fast, so present perfect moment to moment, that there is no lag in between. 

The time-space between the thought and the action with the Shadow present is integrated 

so fast that you could say it’s at light speed.  
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She is fully self-realized in the present perfect state of being. Original Eve is fully 

illuminated and one with God.  

∴ the communion between Satan and Eve (Pre-fall) is a meditative reflection 

between Lucifer’s eye of fear, “I doubt God’s Goodness,” and Eve’s eye of faith, “You 

will not doubt my goodness.” 

This is the hope that Eve has for Lucifer—that one day the villain's hidden desire, “I 

will be like God” will be obtained so that you, the person reading this in real time, will 

not doubt  the goodness of God in the future glory of things.  

God’s hope is that Satan transforms back into Lucifer, Maya transforms back into 

Eve, and you transform back into the state of being without the weight of sin. 

“…will not surely die...”  

Mirrors   

“…will be like God...” 

Before Eve bit the fruit, she initiated the anti-curse through the power of 

transparently seeing the good within the bad in Satan’s alchemized shadow. When she bit, 

she activated the anti-curse by creating the anti-curse to Lucifer’s Curse:  

From, “God doubts (Lucifer’s Alchemized Shadow),” to “Lucifer doubts (Lucifer’s 

Noble Shadow),” to “Lucifer will not doubt (Eve’s Anti-curse in the form of hope).”  

Eve acted in faith and in hopes that one day Satan will also act in faith and in hope

—Please note, due to the Law of Divine Will, Eve can only hope for Lucifer’s return. She 

can not force, manipulate, or choose for Lucifer, due to the third property of Love—Free 

Will.  

When the serpent was in communion with Eve, she exemplified true hope and 

compassion for Lucifer, by giving grace to the positional displacement of the lie.  
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Then she transformed the displacement into a replacement of the lie through her 

faith in action. 

Satan’s perception, “You will be like God”  is intended as a trick for Eve. However, 

Eve’s perception,“You will be like God,” is intended as a treat for Lucifer. 

In this way, Eve reflected the Villain’s hidden desire, transforming the valence of a 

trick (-) into the valence of a treat (+).  

What is the nature of an anti-curse? 

An anti-curse is the  

Inverse  

Opposite  

Valence statement of a curse.  

Satan’s Curse: “God doubts my goodness.” 

Inverse = “I doubt God’s goodness.” 

Opposite = “I do not doubt God’s goodness.” 

The Anti-Curse: “I do not doubt God’s Goodness.” 

Eve’s Eye as a Mystery 

On this trajectory, the first two positives, “You will not certainly die (+), for God 

knows that when you eat from it your eyes will be opened (+)…” create a positive 

valence. 

(+) × (+) = (+) 

Eve rejoiced with the truth, “You will not surely die,” by biting to show the 

serpent the miracle of her resurrection in the future glory of things to come.  
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51 Listen, I tell you a mystery: We will not all sleep, but we will all be changed—52 

in a flash, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trumpet. For the trumpet will sound, the 

dead will be raised imperishable, and we will be changed. 53 For the perishable must 

clothe itself with the imperishable, and the mortal with immortality.54 When the 

perishable has been clothed with the imperishable, and the mortal with immortality, then 

the saying that is written will come true: “Death has been swallowed up in victory.” 

55 “Where, O death, is your victory? 

Where, O death, is your sting?” 

56 The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is the law. 57 But thanks be to 

God! He gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ. 

-1 Corinthians 15:51-15:56, NIV 

True Humility Reveals First 

She bit from the fruit to show the truth of the serpent’s initial statement, “You will 

not surely die.”  

Eve is the Original Queen Being about it.  

In Eve’s faith, she embodied the not as in “You will surely not die.”   

Eve embodied both true pride and true humility.  

Pride for her faith in God’s Goodness and humility in her hope for Lucifer’s true 

desire (Satan’s hidden desire)—“will be like God (again)” to self-awaken within. 

Eve’s True Pride is Her Faith in God: 

“God will not surely let me die” so I will bite from the fruit to show you. 

Eve’s True Humility is Compassion for Lucifer: 

I am already like God but I’m going to help you become like God…again; I will 

reveal it to you. 
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The first act of Eve’s true humility is her true compassion for Lucifer— She knows 

she will die after biting from this fruit, but she has Faith that God will one day return her 

to the Origins of her Divine Design in Spiritual Intelligence. 

This is Eve’s True Pride.  

Her true pride is rooted in God.  

Shadow Integration 

Shadow Integration is the process of Satan returning to Lucifer and then Lucifer 

actually obtaining God’s Goodness…again.  

This means Satan will one day return back to Lucifer, the one who once loved God, 

even while doubt was present. Eve’s hope is in his return to God’s likeness, the One who 

acts in true love. 

Even in the heart of darkness, Eve was unable to fathom death, lies, deceit, and she 

intuitively applied the mystery because she fully embodied her Divine Design. In this 

way, she saw the hidden potential of Lucifer’s return home.  

Based on our observation of Original Eve, we can say that Shadow Integration is 

founded upon seeing the good within the heart of evil by focusing on the villain's hidden 

pursuit rather than its true pursuit, which is called a silver lining, or the Love in The Love 

Story.  

The Secret to Eve’s Faith is that she has a committed focus on God’s Goodness and 

this gives her a laser sharp sensory of the secret pursuit of fallen Lucifer.  

The secret pursuit of fallen Lucifer is always, “I want to obtain God’s Goodness.” 

It takes all of Heaven to transform Satan back into Lucifer.  

A Village for the Villain: Shadow Integration through True Pride and 
True Humility 
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True Humility and True Pride are the key ingredients to producing an anti-curse to 

initiate the reversal of a curse, also known as Shadow Integration.  

True Humility is how you  inverse a projection and true pride is also how you 

oppose a lie.  

Both True Humility and True Pride are revealed in one’s state of being in 1 

Corinthians 13:4-7 and are the key ingredients to curse reversals. 

What is True Pride? 

Based on our observation of Original Eve, we can say that True Pride is founded 

upon the truth, and the truth (good and evil) is always good because the truth is that God 

is always Good. 

What is True Humility? 

Eve’s true humility is to omit the serpent’s timing displacement, “you will be like 

God,” while revealing the same statement as the serpent’s hidden desire, “I will be like 

God...again.” She knows this beyond a shadow of a doubt by acting out this truth, in 

faith, that it will come true...one day. 

Love is patient. 

True humility is only possible through compassion as exemplified by Eve’s x-ray-

zar sharp spiritual eye to see right through Satan’s heart by seeing the good within the bad 

and seeing Lucifer within Satan. 

It is a team effort to achieve True Humility and True Pride: As you shall see shortly, 

the will to fall with Eve is also an act of True Humility and True Pride in the Spiritual 

Intelligence of Original Adam.  

One can say that if exposing the Shadow to reverse the curse that poisoned Lucifer, 

means to share the burden of suffering—even when that suffering is undeserved, then all 
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of heaven are willing to fall, trusting God’s Goodness, God’s Grace, and God’s Goodness 

in Love—in hope, faith, and love.  

For Now I Know in Part 

Starting with knowing the why of your Call to Adventure 

In this way, the ultimate realization of The Love Story starts with the Call to 

Adventure, which is your big why behind the Hero’s Journey.  

Eve knew her big why: 

She wanted the snake to become self-aware of its hidden desire (I want God’s 

Goodness), and she wanted to help Lucifer obtain it (You will be like God...again).  

The Truth is Always Good 

The Truth will Always Set You Free from the Alchemized Shadow so you may 

discover its nobility and integrate with it rather than becoming consumed by it.  

Why?  

Because Grace only works with Truths.  

The Noble Shadow is your relative truth, which is potentially good because if you 

have the power to not choose love, you also have the power to choose love. You also have 

the free will to de-alchemize your alchemized shadows by asking for divine help. To do 

so, it is wise to rely on a force greater than yourself—specifically, God’s grace when you 

choose to reveal the Noble Shadow to God.  

It is up to the Producer in The Producer’s Playbook to discern the truth from the lie 

inside the duality of your conflicting passions, pursuits, and purposes. No one, I repeat, 

no one can do this task for you but you. There will be traveling companions who act as 

mirrors  who can give you clues, but you are the detective responsible for solving the 

mystery of your own true passion, pursuit, and purpose in life.  
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One desire belongs to your villain and the other desire belongs to your Hero that is 

in alignment with God’s will and God’s way.  

Revenge or redemption?  

Choose.  

It is up to every Producer to learn the art and craft of discerning which actions, 

thoughts, and feelings produces the Hero’s true purpose, and this task has been given to 

only you—don’t try to put the puzzle off or put it on someone else to solve—don’t try to 

lie to yourself or manipulate others in solving it.  

Nobody can solve this for you but you because everybody else has been tasked to 

solve their own puzzle.  

This is why you feel lonely.  

It’s not that you are isolated, because the truth is you are actually super connected:  

You feel lonely because it is your task to solve a piece of the puzzle that God has 

entrusted in you in the solving.  We call this solving of your assigned puzzle piece, the 

process of “Integrating with your Shadow,” or going through the Hero’s Journey. 

You either integrate with the Shadow or you are consumed by it.  

There is no middle ground.  

It seems weighty and it is, but there is Good News—God is always intimately tied 

to your heart, ready to give you clear instructions on how to go about doing it, and 

everybody’s way of doing it is highly unique, irreplaceable, and unduplicable.  

The Good News is that you have a direct line to Him, who is here eagerly waiting 

for you to reach out for guidance. God has been calling you, but perhaps you’re behind 

enemy lines and that’s why it’s been so hard for you to hear the voice of God. However, 

just because you can’t hear Him doesn’t mean that the call isn’t being transmitted. The 

Good News is that the moment you become willing to listen, the line of communication 

becomes more and more clear.  
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Why must you respond to the call? 

Because Love is always a choice,  

and Love is the point of the story. 

The Nature of Fear 

A curse is a result of the Shadow’s projection onto the object you fear.  

Love and Fear dance together in the shapes, formulas, and flow of Yin/Yang, Star of 

David, and the Christian Orthodox Cross.  

To understand what exactly malfunctioned in Lucifer’s spiritual being, you have to 

look into the root of the dis-ease…fear.  

Fear that Lucifer’s evil will be found out when God asked Lucifer, “What is this 

you have done?” before all of his heavenly peers. 

Fear that he wouldn’t be good enough.  

Fear that he has already fallen short of perfection.  

Fear that God would reject him in disgust or worse, outright destroy him.  

Since Lucifer obtained the Power of the All Seeing Eye, he could not deny the fear 

that was created in the self-conscious awareness that he is capable of evil.  

Knowing that he is capable of evil created fear.  

Perhaps, that’s a lot of pressure to have answered such a question, “What have you 

done?” when you’ve just carried on a tremendous weight of power.  

Perhaps, Lucifer felt too responsible for everything. 

Lucifer, seeing evil, was ashamed by it, and he experienced shame as a new 

phenomenon as a result of carrying The Fruit of Judgement, knowing Good and Evil.  

He wanted to hide from evil or at least get rid of it, so he gave it to God by 

projecting the evil he hid onto God rather than asking God for help and guidance on how 

he can live with it as he has always lived with it before.  
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To compensate for this evil, he thought he could take God’s goodness upon himself, 

to mask or cover the evil he is hiding within.  

Unfortunately, masking it only does more harm than good—specifically self-harm. 

As you shall see, Lucifer has been living under a self-created curse, in a self-created hell, 

since the first lie. 

There is a time gap between Lucifer’s hidden desire (I want God’s Goodness) and 

the hidden pursuit (I am obtaining God’s Goodness).  

However, the lie, “I already have God’s Goodness,” short circuits the closing of that 

gap. Because of this lie, Lucifer’s true desire can not be obtained because the aim is off 

the mark, and thereby, the destination is off the mark. Thus, the first gift Eve gave to 

Lucifer is a mirror to reflect upon, as if watching an act play out, to reveal the duality of 

desires—I want and I have, and to help him distinguish which desire is the truth and 

which desire is the lie by her embodying the fall before Satan to witness. 

If the true desire is not made conscious, then the Hero’s Journey will not begin.  

If the pursuit does not occur, then the Hero’s true purpose will not reveal itself.  

Thus, one must know the Hero’s True Desire before taking on the Call to Adventure 

by taking the first step in faith.  

Still, this does not mean that you have to have all the answers when taking the next 

step. Not knowing what’s next, or even where it’s going to go, but going for it anyway in 

hopes that you will (re)discover pieces of it along the way as you go is the Hero’s Way. 

The stakes are just too high to sidestep the painful growth that is experienced while 

walking the Way. 

You’re going to experience pain no matter what.  

The pain of stagnation will always be greater than the pain of spiritual growth. 

The problem with hell  
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Is that the fire doesn’t consume you.  

The fires of transformation do.  

-Joseph Campbell1 

Fallen Eve is the initiation of the Anti-Curse by serving as a Mirror Darkly in the 

“Face to Face” with Fallen Lucifer.  

“For your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.”  

-Serpent, Genesis 3:62 

After she bit, she became “face-to-face” with the snake.  

After Eve bit from the fruit, her interaction with God exhibited what we now call, 

“the sin of omission,” which is False Humility.  

In this context, False Humility is Eve dismissing the fierce faith she has in God’s 

Goodness that inspired her to bite the fruit in the first place. She saw the other side—

Satan’s true desire, his attempt to deceive her.  

The dismissal of her own virtue is a sin that directly mirrors the sin of Lucifer’s 

dismissal of his own self-worth.  

Fallen Eve’s False Humility is now “Face to Face” with and mirrors Lucifer’s False 

Humility.  

They are now locked in parallel dualities.  

Fallen Eve is the inspiration behind Lucifer’s Shadow Integration potential by 

serving as a mirror for him to see himself while mirroring him parallel falling.  

Being Called Out 

The Second Step in facilitating an anti-curse is by exposing the Noble Shadow 

inside the alchemized one.  
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When Eve fell and became Fallen Eve, she found herself in the same place and 

state as the snake.  

She saw herself through the lens of Satan’s perspective of her.  

She now is able to see the evil intention of the snake wanting her to bite. She forgot 

her sight of both her own Goodness behind her biting the fruit and her sight of seeing 

Lucifer inside Satan. With a new found vision to see evil, she can now focus her eyes on 

Satan. Satan’s deception was so foreign to her, you could say that she was shocked and 

overwhelmed by the existence of evil. More so, she became aware of how Satan viewed 

her—as weak, vulnerable, simple-minded and easily manipulated. The fall of Eve began 

when she started believing in Satan’s perception of her, through the lens of weak, foolish, 

and naive.  

Eve has two sets of eyes now—the spiritual and the carnal.  

With newfound power of the carnal, she also sees Satan as the shapeshifter and the 

snake, cunning and powerful.  

Compared to the cunning Satan, she knew she was “not good enough” in carnal 

intellect. 

The first question God asked Eve after she bit is, “What is this you have done?”  

She dismissed her own goodness and shifted the focus from the spiritual eye to the 

carnal eye—she chose to expose the snake rather than answer truthfully about her own 

good intention behind why she bit. 

“The snake deceived me…” -Fallen Eve 

Counter-Shock 

Eve’s exposure of Lucifer’s alchemized shadow, Satan as a deceiver, exposes 

Satan, and this is the shock Lucifer felt inside Satan. Satan felt—exposed. 
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In that moment, Lucifer became self-aware that the duality of Satan and Lucifer 

within him exists.  

Satan/Lucifer is two sides of the same coin. 

The Blessings of Eve’s Fall 

�  

Self-awareness is the next step in breaking a curse (the first step is faith in God’s 

Goodness). This is the mystery of 1 Corinthians 13:12, “For now we see a reflection, as 

in a mirror, then we shall see face to face...” 

Eve serves as a mirror for Lucifer to see himself, because the truth (good and evil) 

is the only way Lucifer can begin freeing himself from Satan. 

13 Then the Lord God said to the woman, “What is this you have done?” 

The woman said, “The serpent deceived me, and I ate.” 

-Genesis 3:13, NIV 

Face-to-Face Spiritual Combat 

When Fallen Eve was locked in with Fallen Lucifer, they were now “face to face” in 

that moment of ugly truths. Fallen Lucifer can’t say, “She doesn’t know what she’s 
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talking about,” because she did bite from the fruit, so she is no longer naive and blind to 

the shadow.  

On the contrary, she did bite from the fruit the way Lucifer bit from the fruit, so 

when she called out Lucifer’s Shadow, “the snake deceived me,” she exposed the nature 

of the Villain’s true desire—to deceive Eve—specifically, to have her trade her, “I am like 

God” with, “I will be like God.”  

In other words, Satan’s trick to Eve is to get her to trade her present perfect position 

of having God’s goodness for a present progressive of will have God’s goodness.  Eve’s 

ability to now see the trick for what it is distracted her from seeing her treat planted for 

Lucifer inside Satan, “we will be like God…again.”  

Still, despite Eve’s re-focus, it doesn’t take away the effects of the Anti-curse that 

Pre-Fall Eve initiated. God is still present throughout this entire sequence of events. Just 

like the presence of a shadow is irrefutable, so is the hope that was planted in Eve’s 

falling.  

Now, Fallen Eve served as a mirror darkly for Fallen Lucifer to become self-aware 

of the alchemization of himself as Satan. What surprised Fallen Lucifer was seeing just 

how shameless Fallen Eve was at exposing Lucifer’s alchemized shadow state, “The 

snake deceived me.”  

Pow! Right in the kisser.  

Talk about being sucker punched.  

Talk about, “calling it like you see it.”  

This is why the snake fears Fallen Eve because Fallen Eve serves as an ugly mirror 

for Fallen Lucifer.  
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Eve is the Phoenix that directly opposes the Dragon. 

Fallen Eve is face to face with Fallen Lucifer in spiritual combat.  

Fallen Eve is not only gifted with the Power of the Producer—the Secret to 

Everlasting Life, the most coveted gift among all Creation under God, but she now also 

has the wisdom of the serpent, and the potential to go deeper in gnosis, but with the 

Fruit of Everlasting Life first as its foundation. 

The Hero’s Journey is Shadow Integration that has been passed down to and 

inherited by Adam and Eve’s Offspring—including and especially you reading this. It 

started with Eve’s secret weapon made manifest, activated in her fallen state. God’s 

weapon of spiritual warfare against the Satan is to serve the snake a mirror darkly. 

This is dancing with the devil. 

“...in certain mythologies where the bird and the serpent symbols are synthesized, 

you have the image of the dragon as a winged serpent. The winged lizard is the synthesis 

of the two. You can have either the attack and the separation, or the synthesis; but to 
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arrive at the synthesis, one has to go through the separation. We will see Joyce working 

out this symbolism—actually alchemical symbolism. Stephen himself will synthesize the 

serpent image with that of the bird—[the fall with the rise]—when he experiences the girl 

on the beach as a dove, her eyes calling him “to live, to err, to fall, to triumph, to recreate 

life out of life!”.   

-Joseph Campbell3 

This is the anodos within the kathodos, or the spiraling up within the spiraling 

down, or the hope within the heart of darkness.  

The snake hearing Eve tell all of creation, “The snake deceived me,” was one of the 

most profound moments of spell-breaking because it revealed the power of Truth as a 

spell-breaker.  

“The snake deceived me…”  

Genesis 3:134 

The Sin of Omission 

“What is this you have done?”  

Genesis 3:13, NIV 

“Fallen Eve” is Maya and now she replaces True Humility with False Humility. God 

judged this not good.  

Fallen Eve inverted true humility, “Does not delight in evil, but rejoices with the 

truth,” with false humility, “Does delight in evil, but rejoices not with the truth.” 
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Did you catch Eve’s curse? It is a positional displacement of the non: The curse Eve 

placed upon herself is in omitting her own Good Will when answering God’s question 

when he asked her, “What is this you have done?”  

True Humility: Does not delight in evil, but rejoices with the truth.  

False Humility: Does delight in evil, but rejoices not with the truth. 

Did you catch the displacement of the non?  

The True Nature of Satan’s Temptation 

The true nature of Satan’s deception is to get Eve to take her eyes off God and 

God’s Goodness by having her focus her eyes on his carnal power.  

1. The snake had shamed Eve, in hopes that Eve would take her eyes 

away from her own goodness by humiliating her own humility, 

causing Eve to dismiss her own gift and goodness.

2. The snake had showed off his deception, resulting in Eve blaming 

the snake, thereby shifting Eve’s focus from her true pursuit in her 

power of everlasting life to the snake’s power in his wily ways. 

3. The snake had seduced Eve with this newfound power of evil 

because he equated self-will with self-worth, making it seem as if 

manipulating knowledge for self-serving purposes is more valuable 

than respecting knowledge for the greater good. 

Therefore, when God asked Eve, “What have you done,” Eve dodged God’s 

question by dismissing her own good will behind her act of biting and instead, revealed 

evil by exposing the snake.  

False Humility 
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The act of hiding one’s own goodness and then shifting the focus from good to evil 

in Eve’s Creative Life Force—in her words—caused an imbalance in her self-perception. 

This is the beginning of False Humility, which is the act of hiding goodness from 

oneself.   

Eve gave credit to the snake and dismissed the credit of her good intentions, her 

hope, and her stand before God, so when God asked, “What have you done,” Eve’s 

words, “The snake has deceived me,” reveals Eve’s first sin: Omitting one’s own 

goodness. 

The statement, “...the snake deceived me…” is true but it is not the full truth. This 

statement created a life-lie within Eve. She had forgotten the true power of her design. 

She had dismissed her own fierce crazy faith in God’s Goodness, and lied to herself by 

omitting that her act of humility was good and instead equated humility with humiliation. 

The Three Life-Lies of Eve’s False Humility: 

1. Fallen Eve believed her Humility was Humiliating 

For the first time she had experienced shame. Shame that kept her feeling weighed 

down, preventing her from expressing her true gifts for fear of being humiliated. 

2. Fallen Eve shifted her focus from Faith to Fear 

For the first time she had also experienced blame: Knowing evil...specifically 

knowing the serpent’s evil shifted the emphasis from God’s goodness to Satan’s evil, or 

the beastly eye, giving more creative power to evil, in the form of criticism, judgement, 

and delighting in evil.  

3. Fallen Eve valued Manipulation over Mindfulness 

Fallen Eve deceived herself by valuing manipulation of wisdom to serve self over 

respecting wisdom to serve others.  

Eve experienced envy, or the green eye, for the snake’s cunning, wit, and charm. 

She had forgotten her righteous position inside the power of Love and redirected her 
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focus on wanting to obtain what the serpent has, which is  cunningness, manipulation, 

and false charm. Thus, Eve began developing a covetous eye for these things.  

Sleeping Beauty 

By sin of omission and perhaps by the shock of sin itself, her spiritual eye had 

fallen asleep. She had forgotten the original game plan, her original covenant with God—

the true nature of her divine design which is to continue sowing the seeds of everlasting 

life. 

Face-to-Face between False Humility 

Paradoxically, giving too much credit to evil  somehow produces the anti-venom 

within Eve’s heart, in the face to face dynamic between Eve and the snake.  

Eve is learning the snake while the snake is learning her. The more they are learning 

each other, the more self-aware they are becoming of themselves, creating a reverse 

positive-feedback loop, which together in synthesis, both are spiraling upwards while 

spiraling downwards.  

Prior to biting, Eve was assured of her Divine Nature and her Divine Position, 

faithful in her gifts, endowed with God’s ability to produce everlasting life. When Lucifer 

tested Eve, she had affirmed God’s character as True, “God will not let me die,” for Eve 

knew the heart of The Love Story, for God believes all things, bears all things, hopes all 

things, and endures all things (1 Corinthians 13:7).  

So how does Eve’s Falling become a part of God’s plan? 
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Let’s remind ourselves that after Eve fell, her Power as a Producer of Everlasting 

Life was not taken away. On the contrary, she gained an extra power—from the Fruit of 

Judgement, she now has the ability to discern good from bad and the power to Produce 

Everlasting Life.  

Could it be that God had planted the fruit as bait and Eve as hook, in the middle of 

the garden for the serpent to bite?  

Crazy Fierce Faith 

All Offspring of Eve still have this promise of spiritual resurrection, from the ashes 

of the Original Eve.    

What is the active ingredient?  

Faith in God’s Goodness. 
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How do we know this in our collective heart of hearts? 

Because Love is defined: Love does not envy.  

Eve is defined.  

God made Eve and defined her in Love.  

Eve did not bite the fruit out of envy; she bit the fruit out of faith in God’s Truest 

algorithm, in Everlasting Life.   

It was Fallen Lucifer who coveted her extra chromosome and it was Fallen Eve who 

coveted the snake’s extra intelligence, cunningness, and wit.  

Why?  

Because Lucifer and Satan together embodies true wisdom since it contains the 

inclusion of dualities—the Shadows are honored, respected, and acknowledged but the 

whole truth was too heavy of a burden to carry for one being, so the weight of the 

Shadow had to be spread out, and so more had to fall to balance the equation of the non 

manifesting, which is the separating from God’s Will and His way.  
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Could it be that Eve was programmed to serve as the anti-curse all along?  

Thereby, it came naturally that she would be curious how Lucifer fell by falling 

herself. She did not fall for the serpent’s trick, but she fell for the sake of Lucifer’s treat—  

Falling in love.   

God gave her an extra gift that not even the angels, heavenly or fallen, has—the gift 

of integrating the blueprint to create unique, sovereign, and differentiated seeds.  

Each seed will express and differentiate into a highly unique, sovereign, and 

specialized human being—a sovereign spirit rooted in love.  

In that unique seed, each has the Original Intelligence of Eve’s Fierce Faith in True 

Love’s power to resurrect the Dead (0) into the Living (1).  

You have the original gift of your original mother, Eve—and the ability to discern 

good from bad and to be as wise as a serpent and as peaceful as a dove.  

Eve’s Extra 

The extra chromosome all Eves receive is Faith in Love’s Power to Produce and 

Resurrect the Spiritual Intelligence of Love.  

The Mystery of 1 Corinthians 13:12 works in reversing a curse by producing an 

anti-curse to the curse.  
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For now we see a reflection, as in a mirror...  

Eve is the key to initiating the anti-curse—by faith in love and exposure of the lies.   

God created Eve as the anti-curse, embodied humility, to the curse of False 

Humility, like an anti-virus to the virus. 

�  

When Fallen Eve/Original Eve integrates with Satan/Lucifer, it will be negative to 

negative and positive to positive mirroring.  

In algebra, this would be (-/+) |mirroring| (-/+) which yields = a positive (+) 

As long as the Producer does not listen to the snake’s shame and blame, as long as 

the Producer trusts in God’s Goodness to carry the weight of the guilt that results in the 

existence of the Shadow, the Producer’s natural inclination is to Produce Love. The 

Power of the Producer is acting as if she is ignorant of evil through her words and yet 

fully aware of the Shadow, the traps, the lies, both in her mind and in her heart.   
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"I am sending you out like sheep among wolves. Therefore be as shrewd as snakes 

and as innocent as doves.”  

- Matthew 10:16 New International Version 

Hu-man beings mean the beings in humility.   

In other words, the spiritual and carnal intelligence of man in humility is the anti-

curse when the blessing is embodied in both the flesh and in the spirit.  

The curse to reverse the curse—the anti-curse—is humility.  

And humility is not thinking less of yourself, but thinking about yourself less1.  

The full truth was, “I have bitten the fruit because I have fierce crazy faith that you 

will surely not let me die.”   

Let’s slow this down a bit more.... 

God asked Eve, “What have you done?”  

Why did Eve dodge answering the question? 

Because after she bit, the Shadow had shifted the focus from her own goodness 

towards another’s badness.  

Fallen Eve’s sin is false humility.  

Through Lucifer’s Eyes 

Satan had conflated Fierce Faith in God’s Goodness as foolish (-) when this will is 

good (+). Furthermore, Lucifer deceived himself when he told himself that he received all 

of God’s gifts based on his own goodness, when the sovereign truth is that all that Lucifer 

received was, is, and will be God’s doing. This is why Satan is reputed to being, “the 

Father of all Lies.”  

For by grace you’ve been saved through faith,  
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And from you, this did not come.  

It’s not by works; it’s a gift from God 

So no boasting can be done. 

Ephesians 2:8 

The Poetic Scriptures of Paul 

Translated directly from Greek and interpreted in Rhythm and Rhyme  

Now with Eve’s sin, “The snake deceived me,” her first curse, or Original Sin, is 

focusing too much on evil. She began to delight in evil and dismiss the truth, and we 

regard this as false humility. You may be familiar with the critical, judgemental, and 

harsh words of someone else’s tongue—perhaps it is still happening in real time, perhaps 

you have inherited this constant inner critic yapping away at you ever since you could 

remember thinking. Consider that this inner critic, both from you, the people you love 

and don’t love comes from a generational lineage that traces its origins all the way back 

to the original curse Eve placed upon herself when she first exposed the lie of the snake.  

While exposing the snake is a good act (+), the exposure itself is a double edged 

sword—while it helped the kingdom of heaven by piercing the kingdom of hell, shocking 

Lucifer in becoming aware of his own duality (Lucifer/Satan), it also pierced Eve.  

Her suffering is the dismissal of her own goodness and the over emphasis on evil.  

Full Dis-x-posure 

The second step of producing an anti-curse is to reveal the truth. 

“...the snake deceived me…”  

Genesis 3:13 
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But you can’t do it by pointing it out when you are at a different energetic playing 

field. Have you ever pointed out the ugly truth to somebody you cared about deeply but 

you are already at a different space and place in life? Imagine an older generation 

criticizing a younger, more punk generation on their lack of experience or a younger 

generation calling out an older generation on their hypocrisy—have you ever tried doing 

that with your family, especially the adults when you were still a child?  

There’s a disconnect.  

Has a civilian ever been able to connect with a veteran by telling them how they 

should heal their PTSD when the civilian has no clue what it is like to be in the line of 

fire?  

The person may think that you are looking down, or just flat out arrogant, especially 

if you no longer are in the same positional place and space as the person you are trying to 

help.  

If you showed the person the very thing they needed to improve, thinking that if 

only they became self-aware and change, it would make a world of a difference for them, 

but has pointing things out to people ever worked through criticism, judgement, and 

exposure?  

But you point it out anyway.  

Now, this person is self-aware.  

Then what? 

How did that turn out? 

It didn’t work.  

Why is that?  

Because of fear, the Noble Shadow may be further alchemized if the person is not 

willing to admit the Noble Shadow, but rather tries to run, hide, or project it.  

Exposure is only half the counter-curse, which essentially is an inactive counter-

curse, just like a lie is an inactive curse.  
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To go all the way, you gotta let go of the power of Judgement and let God handle it. 

Let go of the heavy expectation, the impatience, the resentment, the anger when a 

specific result does not go your way.  Trust that what you ask will be fulfilled when you 

ask for a person, place, or thing that benefits a non-zero-sum higher good...on God’s 

Timing. 

Let go of the rock—the judgement, the law, the criticism, and your own self-

righteousness about it.  

Brothers and sisters, do not slander one another. Anyone who speaks against a 

brother or sister or judges them speaks against the law and judges it. When you judge the 

law, you are not keeping it, but sitting in judgment on it. 

James 4:11, NIV 

1 Alcoholics Anonymous Grapevine.
2 2 Corinthians 12 NIV, biblehub.com/niv/2_corinthians/12.htm.
3 “Understanding Compassion Starts with Understanding Others.” Charter for Compassion, 

charterforcompassion.org/understanding-compassion-starts-with-understanding-others.
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 “You got to keep breaking your heart until it opens”
—Rumi
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